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SUMMARY. 
GATES AND LYON HAVE PROPOSED TO TREAT THEORETICALLY 
THE STABILITY AND CONTROL OF DEFORMABLE AIRCRAFT BY A METHOD 
IN WHICH THE DISTORTION CO-ORDINATES ARE IGNORED Al\TD THE 
INFLUENCE OF DISTORTION IS ALLOWED FOR BY SUITABLE MODIFICATIONS 
OF THE DERIVATIVES AND OTHER COEFFICIENTS. 	 IN THE 'PRESENT 
PAPER AN EXACT METHOD FOR ELIMINATING THE DISTORTION 
CO-ORDINATES IS GIVEN AND THE CONDITIONS ITT WHICH THE TRUE 
ELIMINANT CONFORMS WITH THE SIMPLIFICATION OF GATES ANT) LYON 
ARE EXAMINED. 
	
IN GENERAL THE SIMPLIFICATION IS NOT JUSTIFI-11 
MATHEMATICALLY, BUT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCE'S IT PROVIDES Al 
ACCEPTABLE APPROXIMATION. 
	
IT WILL NOT BE PRACTICALLY VALID 
UNLESS THE STRUCTURAL DISTORTIONS OCCUR SO RELATIVELY SLOLY 
THAT THE ASSOCIATED INERTIA FORCES ARE NEGLIGIBLE, i.e. THE 
DISTORTIONS MUST BE QUASI-STATIC. 
1. 
Gates and Lyon and their collaborators 1 , 2 , 3 ,Tith 
the aim of Mathematical simplification, have proposed to treat 
theoretically the motions of P deformable aircraft by a method 
in -hich the deformation co-ordinates do not apper explicitly 
but are allowed for by modifying the coefficientsrof the usual 
dependent variables. 
	
The object of the present paper is to 
examinP the validity of this method. 
We shall supposc that, in the absence of distortion, 
the motion r.'ould be described by t dependenticvariables )(; ) ',i1 )  
etc., which 7111 be called body co-ordinates 
	 These are so 
chosen that their integrals do not appear in the dynamical 
equations, which are as-umed to be second order differential 
equations -pith cnnstant coefficients, some of r-hich may be absent. 
The deformation co-ordinates are S; , 
	
, 
	
8 r,  so the 
total number of co-rrdin,4tes is 
(1) 
When it is desired to refer to 174 co-ordinate without specifying its 
typo it -.ill bc denoted as )(„ v_. 	 Thus 
I 	
(2) 
The complete set of dynamical equations for free motions of the 
tl.'pe considered are typified by that corresponding to -..7k.: 	 c%i 
-1- 
wIll be 7ritten 
(C-r -I-1:-1 1-  -ir'r 1 oft + C r I 
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or, more compactly, as 
(3) 
( 4 ) 
inhere CL,es(D) is the differential operator 
r 6 
 "tt 
t 
	
• 
H 	 These need not be Lagrangian co-ordinates and are often 
linear or angular velocities. 
CL k 
In the standard method for solving the dynamical equations it 
is as - umed that 	 is proportional to e,xp(Tet). 
	 The 
coefficients 	 are the roots of the determinantal equation, 
and to each root A corresponds a constituent motion. 
	
For 
conciseness write 
CL. Le 	 tees% 	 Cv-S 
Then, for the particular constituent motion c!onsidnrer1, thn 
typical dynemical equation (4) becomes 
c'‘'to (X) -X- 	 = 
where the symbols )(-- are nee 0amplitudes". 
We shall show hos, 
 the distortion cc-ordinates can bo 
eliminated and for the general case we shall use the notation 
of pnrtitiened matrices on account of its clear conciseness. 
However, for the benefit of those whn sre unacquainted with 
matrices, Te shall begin with the easy case where there is only 
one distortion co-ordinate ,11, since here the matrix notation 
can e dispensed rith. 	 The dynamical equation eorresponding 
to e,'1 T)Lre is the last of the set and for the constituent 
motion considered becomes (see equation (6)) 
Hence 
-1-- 	 0 
r YES (A)Yz/ 	 (?%) 
- (7)  
- (8)  
This value may be substituted in the dynamionl equations 
corresponding to the body co-ordinates )r- , and these equetions 
are then cleared of the distortion oo-or?inate. 
	
The question, 
is: 
In what circumstances are the resulting equations of 
the same degree in 
	
as when distortion is really 
absent? 
In answering this question ye shall assume that for esch value cif 
`Ne' up to (n - 1) some at least et' the expressions 
	 (1\1  
are of the second degree in ?i , i.e., are not degenerate. 
In order to clear equstion (6) of fractions after 
substituting from (B) for A-„Nlr671 it is necessary to multinly 
thrvghout by Ok.v,,( 	 ). 	 This will result in raising the def7ree 
in 6 of the equation unless 
	
) is independent ofT  
/ Even „.. 
Even when this condition is satisfied the distortion coupling 
term 	 ) 41 
 I in the equation will, from (8), transform 
into 
-It-. a ()) 
	 aTts ()))ef (g) 
Syl 
The coefficient of Y's in the last is the product of t70 terms 
each of which represents coupling bet'eeen the distortion end 
body co-ordinates. 
	 The product will be of a degree in ?N 
higher than the seccnd unless biatha.",( ) andar,.sW are 
restricted to be linear in ?\ , or unless one degenerates to 
a mere constant. 	 Hence the strict conditions for the 
elirination of the distortion co-ordinate -7ithout raising the 
degree of the equations are: 
1, 	 0— r.rt  0) must be a more constant 
2. the quadratic or inertia coefficients must be 
absent from all the terms representing couplings 
between the general and distortion co-ordinates. 
Alternatively, one of the pair of coupling terms 
are, ( ) and all s ( 7\ ) may be quadratic when the 
other is a mere constant. 
No condition. 1. car never rd satisfied striotly booause 
contains .@t direct inertia term —hich is necessarily finite end 
positive 
	 However, Then the modulus of 	 for the constituent 
notion considered is much less than the moduli of the roots of 
C) 	 - (10) 
the constant Cnn. 	 Also, it may be legitimete to disregard 
as exist when the modulus of 7N is relatively small. 
it will be a legitimate approximation to replece Ctr„.1(?k, by 
such inertial couplings between distortion and body co-ordinates 
For the general case'rhere there are m distortion 
co-ordinates 7e shall have, in matrix notation, 
(?\) X lie 0 	 - (11) 
which may be written in the partitioned form 
CI C74.1 
	
(?0] g? r C) 
	
- (12) 
/HATip 	  
X 	 In the absence of massless structural material : 
4 - 
Here -er (›,) and d(A ) are square matrices of order 
	 and m 
respectively, and correspond to body motions without distortion 
and pure distortions respectively. 	 The couplings of the fwo 
kinds of motion are represented by the matrices 
	
(A) and 
C (. ), which are of the orders m and,,: 	 respectively. 
Equation (12) can be expanded to 
- 	 - 	 (13) 
The last gives 
( 7k)ci. CiA) 
and on substitution (13) becomes 
(-6 ()) 
	 t (A) 	 (;) c N Y- tc) 
Equation (16) contains the body co-ordinates only and may-be 
written concisely as 
4 (A) 
C-1 (1)-- 
() 	 z 
4. (A) g) x a 
(17) 
Hence the influence of distortion is exactly taken into account 
on replacing 	 (A ) by 
(f)) t-L 	 Crqc (A) 
	
(16) 
In order that the procedure of Gates and Lyon shall be 
legitimate it is necessary that, for all the values of A 
considered, (3 (A) shall not he of higher degree in A than 
), when cleared of fractions. 
	
This condition will not, 
in -general, be satisfied unless the determinant 
(?\) 1 • 
reduces to a mere constant. 
	 Such a reduction cannot, in 
general, occ u r,A ) but it may be a legitimate approximation to 
treat d. -I ( 	 as a matrix of constants when the modulus of 
A is much smaller than the moduli of all the roots of 
 
0 ••• (19) 
In order that 
   
shall not be of degree in A higher than the second, it will 
be necessary, in general, that either 
(a) 	 C  t (A ) , and c2( A ) shall not be of degree 
exceeding unity, i.e. the inertia terms 
must be negligible for the values of A 
considered, 
/or (b) 
- 5 
or (b) one of these coupling matrices is effectively 
independent of ?k 
CONCLIMION. 
The practical validity of the procedure of Gatc.s 
and Lyon must be examined in each case, but one necessary 
condition for its applicability is that the values of A 
for tho motions considered should be small in relation to 
those which characterise free motions of pure distortion, 
In other words, the loads causing distortion nu=t be 
applied so relatively slowly that thy are quasi-static. 
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